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About
Domino Data Lab powers model-driven businesses with its leading Enterprise Machine 

Learning Operations (MLOps) platform that accelerates the development and deployment 

of data science work while increasing collaboration and governance. More than 20 percent 

of the Fortune 100, and a number of enterprises in the Global Fortune 2000, count on 

Domino Data Lab to overcome some of the biggest challenges to data science at scale: 

infrastructure friction, productionisation challenges, and a lack of collaboration. 

Background
Domino Data Lab’s Enterprise MLOps Platform acts as a system of record for data science 

work, supporting data science team collaboration with their preferred tools, languages, and 

infrastructure, with IT central resource management, governance, and security, without 

vendor lock-in. Companies around the world leverage the Enterprise MLOps Platform to 

accelerate their data science lifecycle so they can build and deploy machine learning models 

faster. The results have real-world implications in areas such as cancer research, drug 

development, and sustainable agriculture, to name a few. 

Seamless access to a variety of data sources is foundational to the data science lifecycle. 

Domino Data Lab needed a performant, enterprise-ready query engine to power their 

customer-facing and revenue-generating platform. The solution they chose would be critical 

to customer satisfaction as well as their own success. On average, each company manages 

33 unique data sources for analysis, which Domino customers need to seamlessly feed into 

its platform1. Without proper access control measures in place, customers risk unauthorized 

users accessing sensitive data. On the other hand, data scientists’ time is valuable and 

should be spent developing and deploying models, not on DevOps barriers related to  

finding, accessing, and connecting to data. 

To truly accelerate the data science lifecycle for customers, Domino had to balance a 

seamless data access experience for data scientists with the governance and security 

expected by IT - supporting data connectivity from various data sources to their platform. 

“The goal was to get to a point where we could easily turn on connectivities, and that’s where 

Starburst came in,” says Murat Cetin, Senior Engineering Manager at Domino Data Lab.

Domino Data Lab Embeds Starburst 
into its Machine Learning Ops Platform 

for Improved Data Exploration 

1   https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/G69ZB92M

https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/G69ZB92M
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Though early on in the production phase, Starburst Enterprise 

has been embedded in data sources within Domino’s Enterprise 

MLOps Platform. Domino plans to initially leverage five of 

Starburst’s connectors, with more in the next phase of the 

implementation. The team notes that the following features 

have made the biggest impact to their data science tools so far:  

Secure Data Access

Before, data was mostly accessed via code by data 

scientists, which meant that it was unmanaged. 

Particularly in highly regulated environments, it’s critical 

to have well-managed data access. Starburst ensures 

data is secure through fine-grained access control, 

end-to-end data encryption, user authentication, and 

detailed security auditing; this helps Domino Data Lab 

meet growing customer requirements and improve 

customer satisfaction.  

Connector Library

Starburst provides access to over 50+ enterprise data 

sources ranging from data lakes and warehouses to 

streaming systems, relational database systems, and 

more. The Starburst Connector Library saves Domino 

Data Lab weeks worth of work and thousands of dollars 

in engineering resources. 

Interactive Exploration of Data 

With Starburst’s analytics engine, data scientists can 

instantly query and explore data from any source and 

share findings among team members to continually 

improve models that impact the business. Ad-hoc 

queries enable users to easily find trends and patterns in 

the data that improve decision-making.

High-Performing Query Engine

Starburst unlocks fast SQL performance that’s simple 

to scale. “The Starburst analytics engine provides an 

efficient and performant way of addressing or bringing 

data back,” says Cetin.
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Data Connectivity:  
Buy Versus Build
Domino Data Lab had already started on a path to build out its 

own connectors to the multitude of data platforms, but the 

path was too expensive and challenging from an engineering 

perspective, “if not impossible,” informs Cetin. As Domino 

explored the option of buy versus build – leveraging Starburst 

Enterprise’s prebuilt connector library versus building 

individual connectors – the team realized the time requirement 

would be unjustifiably high if they went with the “build” option. 

“It took a couple of weeks minimum to build a simple connector 

on our own, versus a day or two with Starburst as the query 

engine,” says Gabriel Haim, Engineer at Domino Data Lab. 

“And those issues compound when you add different security 

features that Starburst has already built.” 

Domino Data Lab’s engineering team looked into a couple of 

different query engines, but Starburst Enterprise was the top 

contender due to the pre-built connector library, simplicity of 

integrating with Domino’s ML platform, and because it runs on 

the fastest distributed SQL query engine, Trino – designed for 

efficient, low-latency analytics at scale. “Having a platform 

where data sources are easily shared between data scientists 

and getting to that level of ubiquity is paramount for this 

work. So we started looking into query engines, and Starburst 

checked all the boxes for us in terms of how it would integrate 

with our offering and platform,” Cetin confirms.

“It took a couple of 
weeks minimum to build 

a simple connector on 
our own, versus a day or 

two with Starburst as 
the query engine.” 

– Gabriel Haim, Engineer at Domino Data Lab
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“The data warehouse and data lake space is constantly evolving, 
and our enterprise focus means we have to support customer 

requirements across different platforms. Starburst gives us the 
ability to move quickly to support ever-changing use cases within 

complex enterprise environments.”
– David Schulman, Head of Partner Marketing at Domino Data Lab  

“

Business Impact
Beyond the initial capabilities of Starburst Enterprise that Domino Data Lab is leveraging, Domino Data Lab has documented 

measurable impact from the embedded solution: 

90% Reduction in Connector Development Time 

Domino Data Lab improves time-to-market with the Starburst connectors. Data connectors that would’ve taken weeks to 

months to build now take only one to two days to deploy with Starburst. 

3X Cost Savings 

Thousands of dollars are saved in engineering costs, totalling a 3X cost savings over building connectors in-house. Plus, secure 

access to data sources such as Okta would be more expensive without the Starburst solution. 

New Revenue Streams 

Data source connectivity unlocks new revenue streams and drives growth in the total addressable market by expanding the 

number of clients that can be served based on the new data sources that connect to the Enterprise MLOps platform.  

Improved Customer Experience 

By enabling seamless data access and reducing time to data discovery and exploration, Domino Data Lab anticipates an 

increase in customer satisfaction. 

 

Domino Data Lab is dedicated to making machine-learning model development and deployment as easy and efficient as possible to 

unleash data science at scale. With Starburst Enterprise as the analytics engine embedded in Domino’s platform to provide data source 

connectivity, data scientists can easily extract data from anywhere to focus on delivering business impact. By accelerating time-to-

market and unlocking new business opportunities for customers, Domino Data Lab is positioned for success with the Starburst query 

engine - in the present and in the future.

https://www.starburst.io

